SurroundLabTM Toxicology
Enjoy the benefits of an integrated
and full featured LIS and AR
solution along with the specialized
support required for servicing your
toxicology and pain management
business.
Medication Tracking by master patient ID, ensures you maintain an accurate medication history for the
patient across all service dates and clients.
Robust Reflexing allows you to offer both standard reflex algorithms, as well as client, physician and even
payer specific confirmation rules.
Full Auditing provides transparency to all aspects of the sample life, from cradle to grave.
Integrated Quality Control allows for analyzer performance verification before patient samples are
processed.
Drug Class definitions allow you to group medications by class in support of reporting.

Report Rules and Messages allow you to include detailed information based on the patient’s declared
medications, including:
Expected and Present
! Unexpected and Present
* Expected and Absent
Integration with SurroundLab AR allows additional up front checking, such as:
 ABN
 Bad Debt Warnings
 Patient Owed Balance Notifications
Robust Implosion Logic to handle drug classes, including the ability to rollup different test panels to the
same CPT (including those with the same CPT) to one panel CPT for billing and pricing.
Payer-Specific Overrides to bill a HCPCS code in lieu of a CPT for a drug screen.
Medically Unlikely Edit (MUE) handles the separation of the maximum quantity of CPTs per line to meet
Payer requirements
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SurroundLabTM Toxicology
Supporting Products for your Clients and Patients
LabConnect provides a web based inbox
for Clients to access patient reports, with
an optional Orders Module for Requisition
ordering.

Client Portal and Easy Pay, our integrated on-line tools for your Clients and
Patients, provide an easy and secure way to collect payments. Immediate
batch posting in SurroundLab AR means less paperwork for your staff, and
quicker access to cash.
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